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PREFACE

Multipath fading has a severe effect on the performance of wireless communication sy terns.

Because of either refraction from the ionosphere or obstructions in the path of a

transmitting and receiving device, received signals do involve varying delays. In a ses ing the

impact of multipath propagation on various wireless systems, a quantitative estimate of the

system outage is the figure of merit.

Systems outages are often assessed with equipment signatures (receiver's tolerance to

selective fading) and are highly dependent on the statistics of fading. Multipath fading effects

are analyzed from a theoretical perspective. A four state Markov model i derived in parall 1

with a predefined three-state birth-death model. A formula for reacquisition hyserisis

induced outages is shown to yield accurate predictions when compared with actual counts on

simulated fades. These predictions are also shown to be more accurate than Ranade's

empirical asymptotic result. Outages would be diminished if equalizers can be used to

mitigate very large notch depths. A fundamental limit exists, however for the fade notch

depths to which an equalizer can remove dispersion without enhancing the thermal noise to

an unacceptable amount. A way to deduce the limit is provided and analyzed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The growing popularity of worldwide communications has by no means trigger d a lot of

work in the field. Following the first messages sent by Marcopi in 1895 via the air waves across

the Atlantic, converged researchers to the introduction of microwave communications [1 ].

Modulating frequencies up to 4Ghz were used and put into service in 1948[2]. Bringing along a

virtual end to the coaxial era, this way of communications provided the advantages of wireless

communications.

Major use of such systems was and is still found in lihe-of-sight(LOS) radio links and is used

extensively in the transmission of da'ta, voice and video. Due to the curvature of the earth

though, the coverage area of LOS propagation is limited[3] and thus the u e f expen iv

repeaters en route is unavoidable. This drawback brought LOS relay 5YSt m to city c nt !

with antennas mounted on tall towers and rooftops.

Within the expanding world, the need for more conveni nt means of coJrtmunication y tems

is inevitable. This wireless technology is being extensively used today in the provision of data

and voice services such as the vanishing US wireless telephone system known a the analog

mobile phone system(AMPS); the more current and advanced personal communications

system(pCS); and several global ones such as the global system for mobile

communications(GSM)[4].
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Although wireless communications is being used ext n i ely 0 er a .de mIl of application ,

a lot of work has and is still being done on improving the transmission of signals through the

unguided ,air channel. Signals transmitted do involve multipath compoQ nts .th va.ryin

delays along the channel. These out of phase components superimpose on each other re ulring

in severe fading of the received signal. Irregular variation in the reftacti e ind of th

atmosphere is the major cause of fading in microwave line-of-sight radio links[S] wher a

obstructions in the path of communication between a mobile system and a ba tation is the

major cause of fading in mobile systems[3]. These natural impediments cannot be avoided.

Our goal as engineers is to reduce their impacts once they have been identified and properly

characterized.

Chapter II introduces the transfer function of a multipath faded channel and describes much

of the work done by Rununler et al.[6] in the measurement of equipment signatures, also

known as M-curves, from laboratory and field testing. The method used in calculating the

probability of outage duration using these curves is also explained. Chapter III introduces

Shepard's[7] three state Markov model for calculating reacquisition induced outages due to

hysterisis and a four state model is analyzed. Fade notch depths, characterized by exponential

distributions, are simulated with a computer random generator and counting is performed on

the data and compared to the derived four state model. The only previous attempt to predict

hysterisis was done by Ranade[8] , who showed an agreement between field data and an

empirical formula within the limit of vanishing hysterisis. In chapter V we show that the

fonnula from Shepard's three state model matches the simulated data better than Ranade's

asymptote even in the limit of vanishing hysterisis. In chapter IV it will be shown that a



fundamental limit exists for the fade depth to which an equalizer can ~ 010 di pSlon

without enhancing the thennal noise induced by the channel.

Field simulation and testing of multipath fading is very expensive and difficult[9]. An easier

approach is the u~c of hardware built simulators. This piece of hardware characterizes the

channel transfer function and serves the very useful purpose of simulating the fading. In

Appendix A, a description of the simulator and software/h dware D/ conver i n unit,i

provided. In the future, the simulator/PC interface could be us~d to measure equipment

signatures, described in chapter II. It could also be used to simulate probabilistic fading

sequences from which th.e Markov parameters, described in chapter III, could be extracted to

test hysterisis predictions.
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Chapter 2

FADE MARGINS AND THE CALCULATION OF OUTAGES

Outage est:imation is important in determining the performance of stationary digital radio

communication systems as well as in mobile systems. The outage (predominandy due to

multipath fading) is defined as the time that the bit error rate (BER) of interest exceeds a

threshold. During the time when the system is in outage, it cannot be used for its purpose and

hence its name.

Methods of predicting this outage serve as useful tools in this context Many authors have

presented such methods [6][10][11]. In this chapter, however, I will concentrate on the method

developed by Rummler[G]. TIlls will serve as a tool in understanding the use of fade margins in

plotting what are known as M- curves. It will also present a better understanding of the

hysterisis model presented by Shepard[7J and the four state model developed in chapter 3, and

its usefulness and comparisons in later chapters.

2.1 The Channel Model

In reality, the number of physical rays reaching the receiver is N, the transfer function of such

a model could be expressed:

N

HA(u)=Jlo+L a/e-J=I
/=1

(2.1)

Ho is taken as a reference where aj and 'tj are the respective relative delay and amplitude of the
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i Ih ray. 1bis eqw.tion does represent the real life ituation but with tak:i.Q N=2 and H =1,

experimental data fits nicely to it[S]. • t

2.1.1 The two-ray model

The model proposed by [12] known as the two-ray model is somehow the most close to

describing the transfer function of the multipath fading channel in digital radio LOS. With

N=2 and Ho=1, as stated above, the general three-ray model results. This is given by:

, where 'tz = 't (2.1)

The exponential tean could be visualized as a rotating vector with radius a1• For w fixed at an

instant, and 't1 fixed, the transfer function can be represented by the resultant of the second ray

and the resultant of the Wlity and first ray. By making't1 sufficiently small, it is noticed that the

phase ffi't\ changes slightly as the angular frequency varies over the bandwidth of the carrier.

Hence the vector 1 + al.e ·j(11tl will not vary much.

1+a e- j=1 =: ae -j~ where III =W 't - 7tI ,'t' 0

Figure 2.1 [12] Vector representation of three rays

5
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The notch frequency is referred to as 000 and 't is the delay differ nee betw en the dir ct and

indirect rays as seen reproduced in Figure 2.1. Using the simplified diagram of Figure 2.2 and

asswning b=az/a, the complex voltage transfer function is given by:

Figure 2.2 Simplified three-path fade

2.2 Parameters of the model

Following experiments and statistical fitting of data, 't the delay in the channel is said to be

(2.4)

30

----1-----
I
I
I
I
I

-'20 Log 11 I
I

I
I
I

35'
_l00L----!iO.L.---~o--~--~~-~~-~2DO

Figure 2.3[6] Power transfer function of channel
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fixed at 6.3ns for a 30Mhz bandwidth opetating at 6Ghz(6]. The channel power ttansfer

function could be stated as:

• I (2.5)

The attenuation introduced by the channel is reproduced in Pig 2.3. Multiplying the delay,

fixed at 6.3ns, with the notch frequency results in the phase of the signal. aJo refers to the

notch angular frequency and ¢J =-raJo ' After one cycle of the signal, the second null could be

seen at ¢J +2n :

¢J = -raJo ; ¢J' = ¢J +2n ;

(J)o' = ¢J' / -r = ¢J / -r +2n/ -r = (J)0 +2nl -r;

fo' =wo' /2K = fo + 1/ -r = fo + 158.4Mhz (2.6)

Therefore, assuming a 30 MHz bandwidth, the second null exists outside the bandwidth of

intere$t. 1bis model is simplified in the sense that the delay is fixed and does not vary. In

reality, the delay varies[9]. The parameters, a and b, control the depth and shape of the curve

shown in Fig 2.1. The frequency, fo, denotes the position of the notch. The frequencies of

operation and the notch frequency are measured from the center of the 30Mhz channel The

transfer function could he interpreted as the response of a channel to a direct ray with

amplitude a, and a 6.3ns delayed path with relative amplitude b.

7



2.3 Probability distribution of pa;rameters

Notch depths are best modeled in tenns of B = -20l0g(1-b}. From data collected over a period

wherein severe fading was observed, the distribution of B for a line-of-sight radio link was b st

fit in the region between values of 3 and 23 dB. The distribution is uncertain for values of B

exceeding 23 dB and occurred only about 15% of the time. The fitted line to the data

collected, is modeled with a probability that B exceeded a value x by:

P(B> x) =e-x /J,8

Therefore the probability distribution function could be written as:

P (x) = _l_e-x / 3.8

B 3.8

(2.7)

(2.8)

The distribution of A= -20log a, however, was found to be log-normal with a standard

deviation of 5 dB and a mean and variance that is dependent on B. Hence the probability

density function is written as:

(2.9)



The dependence of the mean of A on B is reproduced in the Figw:e 2.4. The eli tribution of fo

was found to be independent of A and B. Being easier to work with ~=21t'tfoJ the probability

density function can be defined over two levels as seen below:

{

2~6 1;1<90"

p~(fp) =
_1_ 9OSf;j~SO"
1080

(2.10)

,.

"
20

i I.
10

II ot_,*,

••

Fig 2.4[6] Variations of the mean and variance of A with B

The probability density functions in equations (2.2) - (2.4) serve as a set of valuable tools in

detennining the impact of the parameters in the a-b-fo space. They are also of importance in

simulating data for detennining outages as will be seen in the coming chapters. In this chapter,

Rummler makes use of them in calculating outages from a laboratory setup wherein an a-b-fo

space is plotted.



2.3 Outage estimation from experiments

The two-ray modd described above can be simulated in the laboratory to d tetmine th

response to multipath fading. The idea is to determine critical values of A and B at a pecifi d

BER. Since it is practic:ally difficult to fix the BER and the simultaneous effects of A and B are

desired to be noticed, B is varied while BER is plotted against carrier-to-noise(C/N) ratio.

These critical values yield critical contours for the designated BER as a function of fade notch

positions. The probability distributions of the various parameters can then be used on these

contours to compute probabilities that A and B lie in a specific region of the plots which

correspond to an outage. By varying the notch fade position over a uniform range and

computing the corresponding critical contours, the probability of an outage can be calculated.

2.3.1 Plotting BER vs. C/N

A pseudo-random data pattern is modulated onto a 6Ghz RF carrier[6]. The RF carrier is

further down converted to an intermediate frequency (IF), pre-amplified and passed through

an IF fade simulator. The resulting output is then demodulated and sent to a BER test receiver

as seen in the diagram below:

RF Modulator

Data
Generator

RF-IFDown
converter

IF
. pre-amplifier

IF fade
simulator

IF
Noise

Receiver and
demodulator

BER Test
receIver

Fig 2.5 Block diagram of laboratory setup
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The IF fade simulator in Fig 2.5 is adjusted for different notch positions by simply tuning the

attenuators controlling the phase and amplitude of the delayed component. IF thermal no'

added and BERs are plotted versus the C/N for a constant fade notch depth, B. een

reproduced in Fig 2.6 below, from a laboratory setup, the baseline curve which refers to that

curve with B=O, is faded only due to flat fading caused by the IF thermal noise source.

10-2~Y----'r--_-----------------.

2

lcr5

5

2,

lcr l

•
2

10-1 ~---:'::-"""""--:!=---~-~~-~~---,L--~---'
16

The baseline curve in Fig 2.6 maps a value of C/N = 21.5dB for a BER of 10-6. For the

system setup, the measured fu.t fade margin for BER= 10-6 was 4O.5dB. nus implies that the

unfaded IF C/N = 21.5 + 40.5 = 62 dB. Curves similar to that of Fig 2.6 were collected by

Rwnmler[6] for different notch positions along the bandwidth of the channel. In the next

section, it will be seen how all of the above contributes to the calculation of outages.
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2.4 Calculation of outage

The method presented by Rummler[6] in calculating outages, is based on the critical curv of

A and B. The next subsection will show their derivation from the BER vs. C/N curv anQ the

following section will give a detailed view of RummIer's approach in calculating outages using

the derived critical A-B curves.

2.4.1 Derivation ofA-B curves

Referring to Figure 2.6 reproduced from [6], the points that cross the critical BER for the six

different notch depths are obtained. For the curve corresponding to B=4.4 dB, the C/N ratio

corresponding to a BER = to,3 is 20.2 dB. The carrier to noise ratio of the unfaded channel is

62 dB and therefore the relative average power loss is 62 - 20.2 = 41.8 dB. Rummler then

decides to assume a PSK signal with a rectangular spectrum of width h to introduce a

correction term in the determination of A. Consequendy the average power transmitted by

such a signal is:

(2.11)

Taking logarithms on both sides,

(2.12)

and if C, a correction term is defined as,
12



(2.13)

then L J = -10 Log (Pav)=A + C, which implies A= 1.; - C. For B= 4.4 dB and.!. = -t9.8Mhz,

C = 2.06 dB and A is found to be equal to 41.8 - 2.1 = 39.7 dB. Carrying out th se

calculations on the rest of the B curves and/. =-19.8 Mhz, the critical curve of A versus B is

generated for BER =10-3
, The curve is reproduced in Figure 2.7. A complete set of curves is

then generated for different notch frequencies and BERs.

........•
2 3$
o
~

~

.
< 10 '

I•• - 19.1 101Hz

15L---J.,L-;I~I---~--~---=----=---~
o • 10 " 20

I- )0 I.,. (' ., 'N OlCIIELS

Figure 2.7[6] Critical curves of A and B
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2.4.2 M-CU1Ves

In later studies, Rummier et a1 found that the outage time was dominated by the frequency

selectivity. Accordingly, they removed the A parameter from considerntion and plotted the

notch depth, B, versus the notch frequency offset from the center of th channel and is

reproduced in Figure 2.8 with a general shape of W.

60

-~ 40t.........
0..
~

..2
0 20N

I

•II)

oL--........------~-----~.. O
-10 0 ~,

NOTCH FREQUENCY OFFSET (MHz)

Figure 2.8[14] W-cU1Ve ofB vs. 11j.

The outage as stated in the diagram is calculated as the area bounded by the CU1Ve. In [14] the

critical values of (I-b) are plotted versus notch frequency,!. resulting in the general M-shaped

cU1Ve as shown reproduced in Figure 2.9. It is also noticed that flipping the ordinate axis

results in the W-CU1Ve. Whatever way is used in plotting these signatures, the outage result is

the same and is calculated as:

fC -

POuragl! = f fp~(rp)·P8(X).dX drp
-tr 8,

14
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a) THE M-CURVE .,

T. 6.3 nl
THRESHOLD BER·10-~

8- PSK MODEM'& 30, M8D

O'--_.......~~~~~~~ .....JIoo.--~""'--''''"--J_....
-10 0

NOTCH FREOUENCY OFFSET (MHz)

0.05

0.15

.Q 0.10,
~

Figure 2.9[14] M-curve of (1-b) versusfo

In the next chapter, the shapes of these equipment signatures will be used in simulating an

exponential distribution for the fade notch parameter and then used in estimating outages

from the a four state model deduced from that of Shepards[7] three state model.
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Chapter 3

REACQUSITION HYSTERISIS AND MARKOV MODEL

The M curves pby a vital role in assessing the perfonnance of a faded communication system.

They characterize critical values of the notch depth over a notch frequency range and are often

used in predicting outages of the system by finding the area under its contour in the B -J.

plane. When these notch depths exceed those critical values, however, the BER increases at

which carrier recovery is lost and the system is said to lose lock. The system never reacquires

lock until the notch depth becomes small enough that is less than its critical value at which it

lost lock. Hence, outages of this type are not accounted by the M-curve alone. hepard[7]

introduced a simple formula of a steady-state analysis Markov model predicting reacquisition

induced outages. Reacquisition is fundamentally a three-state problem and the m tivation for

four-state is to get closer to continuum. In this chapter a four-state model is introduced.

3.1 TIlE HYSTERISIS PROBLEM

'The fact that a receiver does not reacquire lock at the same fade depth at which it loses it", is

how Shepard(7) defines reacquisition hysterisis. Considering the M -curves outages alone,

adaptive equalizers from field tests fail to deliver the anticipated improvement to their M 

curves[13). Laboratory simulations can be done but it is quite close to impossible to isobte

these induced outages from those characterized by the equipment's signatures. Some authors

16



have decided to ignore this effect probably because of i ,oompi .ty hif oth uch

Greenstein and Shafi [14] have put it as: ''This hysterisis effect i ignored in t . tin

methods of outage time estimation, the implicit assumption being that uch peri d ar

relatively short". Shepard[7], however, shows that is not the case. In designing the Ma.tkov

model, the I-curve, the notch depth/notch frequency contour at which the system loses lock,

and the r-curve, the contour at which it regains lock, are defined and is as shown in Figure 3.1.

!:if (in Mhz)

B (in dB)

Fig 3.1 Equipment Signatures in the B:f. plane

As could be seen in Fig 3.1, the curves are partitioned into four regions. The outage is

proportional to P" , the probabilities of being in region 4. Ibis is definitely the m- curve

outage. The induced outage, however, is defined to be proportional to the conditional

probability of being in regions 2 or 3 given that we were in region 4 before going back to

17



region t. 1bis conditional probability is denoted as q. t tal uta

as q + P4' In order to evaluate the total outage time, it is rea onable to find an accw:at

estimate for q. 1bis is done via a first order, steady state Markov analysis of both a thre state

and four state model[15].

3.2 THE MARKOV MODEL

The choice of a three state or more model has much to do with what type of information is

being transferred and how critical is its BER to obtaining an acknowledgeable transmission. M

-curves are measured for a constant BER of interest corresponding to factors such as the type

of traffic intended for that hop in study, for example, to·3 for voice/video or tO~ for data.

The model is introduced by first defining the following states in which a fade having a certain

notch depth and notch frequency is situated:

i(k) == Being in region i at an instant k, where i € { 1,2,3,4 }

A first order Markov model is used in the derivation hence a suming that knowledge of the

previous state provides sufficient memory in describing the fading process. Following

statistical simulation later in the chapter it will be shown that a higher order Markov model is

not needed in this derivation. Although fading is a continuous process, a discrete time model is

used with caution that the sampling frequency is fast enough compared to the time intervals of

the fading dynamics. With these assumptions in place, a birth death model can then be

proposed wherein a fade cannot jump from one region to another without passing through all

inteanediate stages. The model is depicted graphically in Figure 3.2. After a sufficiently long

lR



fade duration, the process is said to acm e steady- tate 0 that the f, 11 win quati n

become valid.

Figure 3.2 Four state Markov Model

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

Shepard[7] decides to reduce his model to a three state model, the reason being that in rno t

important cases, the 1- curve is roughly identical to the m- curve in Figure 3.1. Without ruling

out the importance of the four state model, he believes it might be of use to situations wherein

m- curves are measured with a relatively low BER, 1cr for example. Switching over to a three

state model, Shepard derives a simple fonnula for the induced outage q as:

(3.4)

19
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Later in the chapter, fading simulations will be used to predict outag tim s using this fonnula

compared to actual counts using an exponential probability density distribution(pDF) for fad

notch depths.

3.2.1 THE FOUR STATE MARKOV MODEL

I' I f I

The analysis in here parallels that performed by Shepar [7] in the'thi:ee-state model Referring

to Figure 3.2, the state transitions are defined as follows:

b;= birth from state i to state i+ 1 ,. di = death from state i+ 1 to state i

We begin by defining q, which seems to be quite complicated in terms of writing:

q = P(3(i) n4(i -I» + P(3W n 3(i -I) n4(i - 2» + .... +

P(2(i) n3(i -I) n 4(i - 2» + P(2(i) n3(i -1) n3(i -2) n 4(i -3»+ ..... +

P(2(i) n 2(i -1)n3(i - 2)n 4(i -3» + P(2(i)n 2(i -I) n3(i - 2) n3(i - 3) n4(i -4» +... +

P(2(i) n 2(i -I) n 2(i - 2)n3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4» + P(2(i) n 2(i -1) n 2(i - 2)n 3(i - 3) n3(i - 4) n4(i - 5» + ... +

(3.5)

The analysis in obtaining an estimate of this outage due to reacquisition, 9, is done by analyzing

each and every of the lines in the term for q above. Each line will be refened to a a case in

study. I will begin by studying each of the different cases and then sum up all of these cases to

reach the estimate. Steady state is assumed for all the analysis to follow.

easel:

q\ =P(3(i) (\ 4(; -1» + P(3(i) (\ 3(i -1) (\ 4(i - 2» +.... +

and P(3(i) n4(i -1) =P(3(i) 14(i -l»P(4(i -1) =P4d4

20
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q2 =P(2(i) (l3(i -1) (l4(i - 2» + P(2(i)f"'\ 3(i -1)rt3(l- 2) fl4(i - 3» +..... +

also P(3(i) n 3(i -1) n 4(i - 2» =
P(3(i) 13(i -I) n 4(i - 2»P(3(i -1) f"'\ 4(i - 2» =(1- b) - d) )P4d 4 (3.7)

Since Probability of staying in state 3 given after one interval is l-b3 -03 as seen in Figure 3.2.

The third term can as well be written in terms of the above as:

(3.8)

Likewise the nth term of the sequence is a multiple of the (n-l)th term. Summing all these

terms results in the following:

(3.9)

It is worthwhile noting that the above result of case 1 of the four-state model is the exac result

of Shepard's simple formula in the three-state model 1bis however alone does not count for

the induced outages in the four-state mode~ though still contributing gready to the overall

result

ease2:

The first term in the 2nd line of the expression for q could be written as:

P(2(i) (") 3(i -I) (I 4(i - 2» =P(2(i) 13(i -I) (l4(i - 2»P(3(i -I) (") 4(i - 2» =P4d 4d) (3.10)
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P(2(i) 13(i -1) n 4(i - 2» =d)

P(3(i -1) n 4(i - 2» =P4d 4

The second tenn could as well be written as:

P(2(i) n 3(i -1) n 3(i - 2) n 4(i - 3» =
P(2(i) 13(i -1) n3(i - 2) n4(i -3»P(3(i -1)n3(i -2) n4(i - 3»

= d)P(3(i -1) n 3(i -2) n4(i - 3» =d)P(3(i -1) 13(i -2) f""I4(i- 3»P(3(i - 2)n4 ,-3»

=(I-b) -d3 )P4d 4d)

(3.11)

By inspection, the third term tuxns out to be equal to (1-b3-dip4d4d3' Hence the sum of all the

tenns of case 2 can be put as:

Case3:

This line evaluates to a different term. from all of the above ca~es a shown below:

(3.13)

q) =P(2(i) n 2(i -1) n3(i - 2) n 4(i - 3» + P(2(i) n2(i -1) n3(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i -4» + ... +

P(2(i) n 2(i -1) n 3(i - 2) n 4(i - 3»

=P(2(i) 12(i -1) n 3(i - 2) n 4(i - 3»P(2(i -1) n 3(i - 2) n 4(i - 3» (3.14)

=(l-b2 -d2)P(2(i -1) 13(i - 2)n4(i - 3»P(3(i - 2)n4(i - 3» =(l-b2-d2)d3~d4

The second term. is written as:
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P(2(i) n 2(i -1) n 3(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4»

=P(2(i) 12(i -1) n 3(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4»P(2(i -1) n 3(; - 2) n 3(i - 3) n . (i - 4»

=(I-b2 - d 2 )P(2(i -1)13(i - 2) n 30 - 3) n 40 - 4»P(3(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i -4»

=(1- b2 - d 2 )d3 P(3(i - 2) 130 - 3) n 4(i - 4»P(3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4»

=(I-b2 -d2 )d3 (1-b3 -d3 )P4d 4 (3.15)

The third teon evaluates to (1-b3-dlP4d4~(1-b2-~'The sequence is then clearly identified a

Case4:

(3.16)

The analysis of this line will clarify the solution to a case of infinity as is required in evaluating

the q term.

q4 =P(2(i)n2(i-1)n2(i-2)n3(i-3)n4(i-4»+

P(2(i) n2(i -1)n 2(i - 2) n3(i -3)n3(i -4)n4(i -5» +... +

The first tenn is evaluated as:

(3.17)

P(2(i) n 2(i -1) n 2(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4»

=P(2(i) 12(i -1) n 2(i - 2)n 3(i - 3) n4(i - 4»P(2(i -1) n 2(i - 2) n3(i - 3)n 4(i - 4»

= (1- b2 - d2 )P(2(i -1) 12(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4»P(2(i - 2) n 3(i - 3) n 4(i - 4» (3.18)

=(l-b2 - d2 )(l-b2 - dz)P(2(i - 2) 13(i - 3) n 4(i -4»P(3(i - 3)n4(i -4»

=(l-bz-dz)(l-bz -d2 )d3P4d4

Similarly the second term turns out to be:
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R..2{z) n2{i -1)n2(i - 2) r\!I..i -3) r\!I..i -4)n4(i -5»
=P(2{z) l2{i-I)n2(i - 2)r\!I..i -3)n.'Xi -4)n4(i -5»)R.2{i -l)n2{i-2)r\Xi-3)r\Xi -4)n4(i -5»

=(l-~-~)P(2{i-l)l2{i-2)n.'Xi-3)n.'Xi-4)n4(i-5»)R.2{i-2)n.'Xi-3)n:xi-4)n4(i-5»

=(l-~-~)Q.-~-~)P(2(i-2)I3(i-3)n.'Xi-4)n4(i-5)mi-3)n.'Xi-4)n4(i-5»

=(1-~ -~)Q.-~ -~~R..3(i- 3)13(i -4)n4(i -5»)R.3(i -4)004(i -5»

=(l-~ -~)Q.-~ -~~(I-q -~)~d4

Clearly the trend is obvious again and the sum could be written as:

( .19)

At this point, it is interesting to sum up the results brought up so far. The q term could now

be written as:

Ignoring the first term of equation 3.21 for the moment and glancing at the term q2 to qll ,

these terms could be written as the sum of a series, i.e,
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The total outage, hence i this value of q and p., the probability of being in region 4. This four

state analysis could be thought of as a three state model if regions 2 and 3 ar mer d into a

single region. The analysis would then result in equation 3.4. The key note to realiz·e is th.at th

r and 1- curves are the basic blocks of the analysis. Further splitting of the region in b tw en

those two curves should be thought of no more than an attempt of reaching a more accurate

result for detennining q. TIlls is because as the number of regions increase, the model tend to

approach a continuous one. Therefore as the model is analyzed for 5,6,7.. regions, the terms or

in my study, the cases, increase and q is said to approach a more accurate result for the actual

duration of induced outages.

3.3 FADING SIMULATIONS

With the help of the channel transfer function and the probability density functions described

in chapter 2, the model in the previous section is simulated with a computer random generator.

The correlation between samples generated by this generator is very small hence making th

spectrum as white as possible. To accurately simulate the birth-death model, there has to be

some memory between the samples. Thus, if passed through a low pass filter with a specified

time constant, T, this problem can somehow be solved. The consequence though is that the

PDF with which the samples are obtained is altered. Thanks to the characteristics of a

(~ussian distribution which is not altered on filtering.

The fading sequences as described below is according to Shepard's[7). 1his simulation will help

us prove the integrity of equation 3.22 and provide a tool for adjusting the time constant of the

filtering to suit the modeL
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• A Gaus ian. process with zero mean and unity anance is gent d b amplin

computer random generator n times. The autocorrelation of such a equ nce with

Rx (t...,,)

10010

...0

tOO 0

noo

e.."
tooO to00 noo ...0 J.oooo

Figure 3.3 Autocorrelation of ~ussiansequence

n=10000 is shown. in Figure 3.3

• The sequence is then passed through a low pass filter with T = 15, defined below, in

continuous form as :

dz(t) = x(t) - z(t)

dt RC

By utilizing a third order backward difference approximation the following results:

dz(t = itit) _ 1 [v I V2 1Vl]
-'-d-t--'- = -/1-t + 2" +"3 z/

(3.24)

(3.25)

where (3.26)
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Z i-

x. 3 1t+ 3ZH -'2 Zi- 2 +3' Zi-3

II 1
-+-
6 T

T -= RC I lit (3.27)

• The filtered process, which is an unchanged Gaussian (Figure 3.4), is then standardized to

zero mean, unity variance through a memoryless linear mapping with its auto-con:elation

as seen in Figure 3.5

.....

__ .n -•. 11 -l.tI .J." .• n -t.U •.1'" -1." ., n .'.11 ...... n 1..u 1." I." '.n LII til. U ."

Figure 3.4 PDF of Z, the filtered x points

lila ('l.I.\1 )

u~oo

$000

6080

Figure 3.5 Autocorrelation of Zsequence
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• The standardized sequence, z, is then mapped to the desir d PD m

which is in this case is an exponential. Its autocorrelation is shown in Figure 3·.(

.6), w,

u ..

u ..

.1,,,

se.

w= -3.8L09[1+!. [-l-Er'f[-Z-l)J
2 ...[2

,.S 1.S I.S t.s ,.S J.1 I.f 1'.1 '.$ ,.S J.•.• 11.' 11.5 l.J.1 1',1 U.S U.S u.s U .• u.s

Figure 3.6 PDF of the mapped Zdata, w

t5000e

:"00'

Figure 3.7 Autocorrelation of w

The M-eurves are said to fall off sharply outside a certain band of frequencies. Also the notch

depths do not seem to vary much within those bands. In this way it is possible to approximate

the M -cwves in Figure 3.1 by the dashed lines above them. Therefore, the signatures could be
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defined with their corresponding notch depths bounding the differ nt f' h. inc also th

signatures cover the same bandwidth, the notch frequency i no a paumeter of inter! t in th

simulation, where in fact is the notch depth. By positioning the f and m CUIVi in th J3-j, plan

and varying the I-curve ~oss of lock), a simple mappmg,y, isappli d onto th ampled and

filtered data, tv. This function maps the tv data into values of 1,2,3 or 4, '[ pI' enting the

different regions, according to where the data points belong to in the bounded B:f. plane. In

this simulation r=1 dB, m=3 dB and I varies from 4 to 23 dB. For a IV data point equals to 2.4,

for example, the function maps it to a valuey equals to 2. lbis is because 2.4 falls in between

the r and m curves of Figure 3.1 and hence is assigned the value 2, denoting the region to

which it belongs. 1bis mapping is processed on all the tv data points and a new set of value

points,y, result.

3.3.1 COUNTING ERROR

TIlls new set, y, characterizes the fading dynamics of the system and is the one used in

assessing the reacquisition outages as weU as the so-called "M-curve" outages. In Old r to

accurately model the system, they set of points should conform to the birth death model. That

is, all transitions between different states can only happen through intermediate states.

Therefore, applying to oury set of points, any of the checked transitions in table 3.1 are teoned

illegal in accurate modeling of the system as a birth death process:

Table 3.1 Illegal transItions checked

TO 1 2 3 4
1 ....... ....... ~
2 ....... .......
3 ><

4 >< [g
'--..
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It is of importance that they data. points consist of as very 6 :w illegal t:r:ansition a po sibl 0'

as to allow comparison of simulated counts to that of equation 3.3 for the evaluation of the

induced outages. All of the occurring illegal transitions were tenned as erro,l; and their number

computed for different values, T, the rime constant of the low pass filter. It was fOw:).d that as

T increased, the percentage error, scaled over the total number of generated points, also

decreased as could be seen in the Figure below for values ofT ranging form 1 to 20.

% count
error

5

'(dB)

Figure 3.8 Illegal counting error as a function of T

The value of the notch depth does not seem to have an abrupt impact on the error count, a

expected, compared to that of T. This is because as the value of T increases, sampling is faster

and from equation 3.27, it is intuitively obvious that the filtered Z data. points become more

correlated. 1bis in return shrinks the spectral bandwidth of the generated data points, x.
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3.3.l RES LTS OF SIMULATIO

One of the main objectives out of this analy is was to dete.rminethe indue d reacquisition

outage from the dynamics of the fading channel. With the help of Shepard's three-stat model

and the presented four-state model in section 3.2.1, an expression, equation 3.23, was

presented in detennining this outage from a birth-death model. With negligible counting error,

direct counting from the dynamics of the computer generated data, should be in well

agreement with equation 3.23. With n=10,000 and T=15, Figure 3.9 shows an overlaid plot of

both the direct count and the evaluated expression.

q

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

5 10 15
20 i (dB)

Figure 3.9 Direct count versus expression of q

Figure 3.9 shows that equation 3.23 evaluates an accurate approximation of q. TIlls result is

impressive in the sense that induced outages can be predicted prior to knowledge of a set of

equipment signatures for a particular system. A key point worth mentioning is that this four

state model could further be developed into an n-state model and an expression recomputed.

The analysis might be complex though but worth doing ifa high level accuracy is essential in

detennining the induced outage. This brings the model even closer to a continuous
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phenomenon which is the actual scenario in real life. Th total outage of this four tate mod 1

is obviously q + P4 , where P4 is the total duration of having notch depth in r gion 4 of Figure

3.1.

..

• t

I'
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Chapter 4

LINEAR NOISE ENHANCEMENT

As alr~dy described in the previous chapters, multipath fading has a serious effect on the

performance of a digital radio line of sight communication system. Means of determining and

predicting outages are crucial in designing such systems. Once these outages have been

identified, the next step would be to design counterm~sures to these effects. In multipath

fading channels, the ideal situation is to have only a direct transmitted ray arriving at the

receiver. The channel, characterized by nature, imposes a very difficult challenge to the

problem. In fact solutions that would perfectly prevent these delays are quite impossible. A

more practical approach is to reduce the effect imposed by the channel through the use of an

equalizer. In the coming sections, the transfer function of an ideal equalizer is derived and used

in analyzing its effective use in such faded channels.

4.1 THE EQUALIZED CHANNEL MODEL

Signal fading causes signal distortion. Carlson[16] defines a distortionless tran mission as that

wherein the output of a system differs from it's input only by a multiplying constant and a

finite time delay. Multipath fading does not impose a finite delay on the output of the channel

and hence is definitely a type of distortion. Such systems could be described by the equation:

y(t) = KxCt - td )
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where K and td are coostants.

To easily adapt equation 4.1 into the analysis, the output spectrum is calculated as:

Y(f) =Ke-jw,,, X(f), (4.2)

where, (4.3)

Referring to the output spectrum, a distortionless transmission must have constant amplitude

response and negative linear phase shift, implying:

IH(f)I=K

arg[H(f)] =-2111d f ±m180·

(4.4)

(4.5)

Distortion in general can be classified into two categories: amplitude and phase distortion, as

described above, and non-linear distortion. In nonlinear distortion, the transfer function of the

system is not defined. Linear distortion refers to both amplitude and delay distortion of a

signal, and can to an extent be corrected by the use of equalization. Figure 4.1 shows the block

diagram of a system containing both the distorting channe~ in this case the faded channel, and

an equalizer.

Channel Equalizer

---.~I_H(f_)I {~if) 1---.-.

Figure 4.1 Equalized linearly distorted channel

The overall transfer function of the above system is:

(4.6)
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For distortionless transmission, the overall transfer function in equation 4.6 hould b equal to:

and therefore,

H(f)H eq (f) =Ke - jMlI"

H _ Ke- jw,
,,

tq(f)- H(f)

(4.7)

(4.8)

Equation 4.8 is practically difficult to achieve and very seldom can such an e<Jualizer be

designed to satisfy it. However, it puts an upper bound on equalization of the channel and can

be used in studying the limits to its application.

The transfer function of the channel, as stated in the early chapters is:

(4.9)

This implies that equation 4.8 could be stated in terms of the transfer function of the channel.

H ( ) = Ke-j'oli'd
tq f a[l _ be- j(aJ-W. IT]

(4.10)

(4.11)

Ife is substituted for ((r)..(()J-r in equation 4.11, then the transfer function can be simplified to:

K=-------------------
a[cos£lXd + jsin£lXd]-ab[cos(8-£lXd )- jsin(8-cad )]

3S

(4.12)

(4.13)
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And regroup.ing,.

K
=> Hell (f) = a[cosox

d
-bcos(8 - OX

d
») + j[asin ox

d
+absin{8 -O(

4
)]

r

(4.14)

1

In developing the noise model, the power transfer function is of more use than the transfer

function. Therefore from the expression for the transfer function of the equalizer:

Evaluating and simplifying,

s1:llce - cos(A +B) = sin Asin B - cos Acos B

(4.17)

Simplifying and substituting· (ro-roj't for e, the final expression for the power transfer function

is surprisingly the inverse of the power transfer function of the channel multiplied by a

constant ;I:

(4.18)
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4.2 THE ADDITIVE NOISE CHANNEL MODEL

In any communication system, additive noise is an important factor that limits the

perfonnance of such systems. Such noise could be additive from that

electronics and background thermal introduced by wireline and wirdess channels. To integrate

this effect into the equipment signatures f Figure 3.1, a mathematical model for this additive

noise can be established from which one parameter, such as the noise Figure, F, can be

extracted. The noise-enhanced model is shown below:

Gni(t) 1L.-_H

_(f_J__kyl__Hcq_(_f_J_Jr-..:~:
Gne(t)

Figure 4.2 Additive noise model

where the spectral densities are defined as follows:

Gsi(f) =Power density of input signal; Gif) =Power density of input noise;

Gnc(f) = Power density of excess noise introduced by channel ;

Gso(f) =Power density of the output signal;.

Gno(f) =Power density of output noise;

The noise Figure is assessed in tenns of the power of the inputs and outputs and is defined as

the ratio of the signal to noise ratio of the input to that of the output That is, the noise Figure,

F, is:
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(Sf N). h b' d .F = ' ,were su cnpts enote mput or output
(S f N)o

(4.19)

The first step is to evaluate the power expressions for the input and output signals and noi e.

The input signal and noise powers are :

W

Si = fGsi(f)df
-w

w

N j = fGni(f)df
-w

where W =the bandwidth of the system.

(4.20)

(4.21)

In order to reach expressions for the output signal and noise power , the mathematical model

of Figure 4.2 has to be traced to the output. If the output power of the signal and noise after

the passage through the channel are referred to as , Sm and Nm, the input to the equalizer could

be written as:

W

Sm = fGsi(f)IH(f)12
df

-w

w
Nm= f[Gni (f)IH(f)1

2
+Gnc(f)]df

-w

(4.22)

(4.23)

Thus, it is clear from Figure 4.2 that the power spectral densities of the intennediate stage can

be written as:

(4.24)

(4.25)
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Therefore,

w

So = f[Gsm(f) IHeq(f)1
2

]df (4.26)
-w

w
No = f[Gnm(f) IHeq (f)1 2]df (4.27)

-w

w
~So = f[Gsi(f)IHeq(f)12IH(f)12]df (4.28)

-w

w

~ No = f [Gn;Cf) I Heq(f) 1
2 !H(f) 1

2 +GIIC(f) I H eq (f)1 2 ]df (4.29)
-w

The noise Figure could be evaluated as follows:

w w
f Gsi (f)df f[Gn/(f) IH eq (f) ]21 H (f)12+Gnc (f) IH tq(f) 12 ]df

F = -w .....;.-W'-- _

W W

f Gn/Cf)df f [GS/(f) I H tq (f) 1
2

1H(f) 1
2

]df
-w -w

(4.30)

sillce

and

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

Therefore the noise Figure can further be simplified into,

w w
fGsi(f)df J[Gn;(f)K 2 +Gnc(f)1 Htq (f)1 2 ]df

F = -w -W . _
W w

fGni(f)df K
2 fGsi(f)df

-w -w
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w

f[Gnj (f)K 2 +Gnc(f) IHeq(f) 1
2

]df
=> F =_-w~ --:,,:,:-- _

w

K 2 fGnj(f)df
-w

w

f[Gnc(f) I Heq(f) 1
2 Jd!

=> F =1+_-w:.:...-._-=- _
w

K
2 fG"j(f)df

-w

The thennal noise spectral density from quantum mechanical analysis could be stated as:

where Ii =planck's cons tan t; k =Boltzmann's cons tan t

T =temperature in deg ress kelvin

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

The spectrum achieves its maximwn atf=O and its value is kT /2. As! approaches infinity, the

spectrum goes to zero at a rate that is very slow. For example, at 300 oK, the spectrum drops

off to 90% of its maximwn value at about 2*1012Hz which is beyond the microwave

frequencies of interest here. Therefore thermal noise could be modeled as white with its power

spectral density equal to kT/2. Therefore, the input thermal noise could be modeled at T, and

the channel thermal noise at T2- The noise Figure can then be interpreted as:

w
f[kT. /21 Heq(f)1

2
]df

F =1+ ....;-w"--_-=- _
w

K
2 fkT2 /2df

-w

IfK = 1,
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and
W

F -1 =I!.-._1 ._1_ f 1 df
T2 a 2 2W -w [1+b 2 -2bcoS(Ctlr-(J)oT )]

(4.39)

(4.40)

Taking logarithms to the base lOon both sides and simplifying for F in decibels:

1: I I W I
Log(-L)+LoS(2")+LoS(-)+Log( I 2 df)

~ (F)dB =lOLog[lO T2 II 2W -wlHb -2bcoS(WT-W,," )1 ]

Also F could be written as:

(4.41)

(4.42)

where
T,

T= Lo8(-I)
T2 ~

1w. =Log(2W)

1
Ae =Log(-2)

a
w 1

Be =Log( J )df
-w [1 + b2

- 2bcos(an - W oT )]

(4.43)

We see the noise Figure is a function of four terms clearly identified in the raised power of

equation 4.42. As one would expect, both flat and selective fading contribute to the noise

Figure of the system. The 1/tI term is due to flat fading and if set equals to 1, the noise Figure

is left dependant on Be shown in equation 4.43. 1b.is term is said to enhance noise in the

system and is referred to as the linear noise enhancement from the equalizer. Although faded

channels can to a degree be well equalized, the process also drags along a considerable amount

of noise which degrades the output signal to noise ratio. Thus, although equalization reduces

inter-symbol interference effects, it also enhances the noise. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the
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noise enhancement terms, B. + A., versus A and B, the flat and se1ectiv fading 1 els of the

signal in decibels. In any communication sy tern therefore, a trade-off exis b tw the u e

of equalization at the expense of degrading signal to noise ratio at the output. In the next

section, the noise Figure is used in estimating limits as to how deep of a dispersive notch can

be equalized without enhancing the thennal noise to an unacceptable amount.

Figure 4.3 Noise enhancement terms versus A and B

4.2 ESTIMATING LIMITS ON EQUALIZATION

The aim is to have a system BER greater than or equal to the critical BER during the fading of

the channel. Depending on the type of communication system used and the method of

modulation employed, a minimum SiN ratio at the output is usually associated with a specific

BER. The noise Figure obtained in equation 4.41 can thus be used in estimating the notch
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depth limits that can be tolerated without noise excessive noi e enhancem nt' , a poor

knowledge of the temperatures of the input noise signal and channel. In thi calcuhtion.

T1{f2

F(dB)

0.45

Figure 4.5 3D plot of F versus TJT2 and B

the bandwidth of the system is assumed to be 25.3Mhz and fade notch location equals to 

19.8Mhz. The time delay constant is taken as 6.3 ns, as discussed in chapter 2. These values

were based on Rummlers[6] experiment but any otherwise realistic values can as well be

chosen. Figure 4.5 shows a 3D plot of F versus T, ITz and B. This plot generally shows the

behavioral trend of the system as the temperature difference and notch depths vary. Figure 4.6

depicts a contour plot of Figure 4.5 and is a more useful tool in extracting the limits of the

notch depth. It shows an exponential growth of the noise Figure as the notch depth value is

increased over a certain temperature difference. An expected behavior since as the notch depth
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increases, one would expect to pump in more power at the input to overcome this eli p Ive

fading effect To illustrate the use of Figure 4.5, let us a ume that an output SiN of 20dB or

higher, guarantees that the system BER is equal to or greater than 10-3
• Since the noise Figure,

F, is stated in. decibels as:

and (SIN) 0 ~ 20 dB, it implies:

F =(S IN); -(S I N)o

F <5: (S I N); - 20

(4.12)

(4.13)

We will assume an input signal to noise ratio of 30 dB and operate the system at two different

instances. At one instance, the temperature difference is taken to be 0.25 and at another it is

1.5 as in Figure 4.6. With such input, F should be less than 10 dB in order for the system's

performance to be higher than or equal to a BER of 10-3
• When T,/Tz = 0.25, the value of B

corresponding to F = 10 dB is approximately 13.05 dB. lbis implies that for notch depths

greater than 13.05 dB the system will lose its desired performance and the equalizer would be

doing more harms in enhancing the noise than equalizing the channel. For T,/Tz =1.5, a limit

on B does not exist on the plot This simply means that the equalizer is useless over any range

of notch depths and the solution is in pumping more power at the input. It is obvious from

Figure 4.6 that by increasing the signal to noise ratio at the input, the range of operation of the

equalizer increases at a certain temperature difference. However, this solution has safety and

regulatory restrictions imposed on it[17]. In a very noisy environment where the temperature

difference is high, and a tight bound is set on the input power, it is realizable that an equalizer

is not that much useful for the recovery of a faded signal.
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Chapter 5

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF REACQUISITION HYSTERISIS IND CED
OUTAGES

In assessing the impact of multipath propagation on various radio systems the complicated

effects of fading dynamics and reacquisition hysterisis are often ignored. As Greenstein and

Shafi[14] put it: "A multipath-related component of outage time is the time it takes a receiver

to recover synchronization after losing it because of high bit error ratios. This Chysterisis'

effect is ignored in most existing methods of outage time estimation, the implicit assumption

being that such periods are relatively short." Shepard has shown however, that this implicit

assumption is often not valid - indeed, hysterisis induced outages can actually be dominant,

even for rapidly varying fades and for fading events of short duration [7]. Ranade [8]

obtained an empirical asymptote for total outage time (including hysterisis) in the limit of

vanishing hysterisis. In this chapter we shall compare Ranade's asymptote and a simple

formula (from Shepard's three state model) to the outages obtained from simulated fades in

this same limit.

5.1 COUNTING AND ASYMPTOTE

Using the same method of simulation as described in chapter 3, counted results for the total

outage in the limit of vanishing hysterisis is used in the comparison. Two distributions are

used in simulating the fading data. While many authors agree that the notch depth has an

exponential distribution, at least in digital radio line of sight links[6], many others argue that
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the distribution is Rayleigh. Notch depths in mobile channels have been characterized with a

Rayleigh distribution[4]. Both distributions will be used here in the comparison. The

probability density function of a Rayleigh distribution used in this context is:

_Xl
X (-,)

f(x) =-e 2b-

b2

where b is set to 1. Since the data is originally sampled by a Gaussian distribution, the

following mapping results in the Rayleigh distribution:

(5.1)

W=
2 1 z

- 2b Log[-[l- Eif[-]]
2 J2

(5.2)

where Z is the filtered Gaussian data and Erf is the error function.

Ranade has shown that in the limit that regions 2 and 3 in Figure 3.1 become very small then

the fonnula ~(P2 + P3 + P4)P4 is proportional to the total outage time. Obviously in the

limit of vanishing hysterisis, the formula evaluates to ~(P4)P4 =P4 • The empirical formula

could also be stated in terms of the three state model as ~(P2 + P3)~ . It could be thought

of as regions 2 and 3 converging into one region, say 2. Clearly, region 4 is then named as

region 3. An exponential distribution was used for 10,000 simulated data points sampled at

T = lOin Figure 5.1. The Figure below shows how this limit is approached with the r-curve

approaching the I-curve with no m-curve in Figure 3.1. Figure 5.2 draws the same

comparison under the same condition but instead the data is sampled with a Rayleigh

distribution. It could be noticed from both studies how the Markov model prediction of

outage times closely approximates the counted results for the entire range of increasing r.

Hence accurate outage estimates could be obtained for random values of P2" Unlike Ranade's
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formula, which from both plots is most close t· ards increasing alue of r. h pard's[7]

d
\

0.07

\~o.U

•• OS .Je p
2 + P3 )P3 •

'0'. .--
"-
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"- ""'''-....
'.ot P2d3 ----. ~
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b 2 +d 2 PJ
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r (dB)

formula approximates well even in the limit of vanishing hysterisis.

Figure 5.1 Comparison based on Exponential Distribution
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Figure 5.2 Comparison based on fulyleigh Distribution
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CONCLUSION I

A four state model was derived in parallel with a pre-existing three state model birth-d ath

Markov model and also shown to yield accurate predictions for reacquisition induced

outages. Although reacquisition is fundamentally a three-state problem, the four-state model

was explored under the assumption that more intermediate states would better model the

continuous fade variations for smaller T. Analysis of the four-state model yields reacquisition

induced outages as the sum of two terms. These terms reduce to exacdy the same term as

obtained in the three-state model under appropmte renaming of the states. The four-state

model was found to also provide accurate predictions when compared with actual count

extracted from the simulations.

Most authors have omitted reacquisition induced outage times in their predictions, because

of the previous complexity of modeling this effect. Ranade, to the best of my knowledge,

was the only author to attempt the calculation of those predictions by obtaining an empirical

asymptotic formula (valid in the limit of vanishing hysterisis). The three-state m del

predictions were however shown to yield more accurate results than that of the asymptotic

formula even .in the limit of vanishing hysterisis.

Further, it was shown that a fundamental limit exists for fade depths to which an equalizer

aligned in a channel distorted by multipath fading can remove the dispersion without

enhancing the thermal noise introduced by both the input and channel to an unacceptable

amount. These limits were extracted by evaluating an expression for the noise figure, F, of

the system in terms of the linear noise enhancement by the equalizer.
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FUTURE POSSmLE RESEARCH

The utility of computer generated fade simulations of fading is greatly enhanced by running

these sequences through hardware built simulators. This piece of hardware charact ri.z the

channel transfer function. In Appendix At a description of the simulator and

software/hardware D / A conversion unit is provided. In the future, the simulator/PC

interface could be used to measure equipment signatures, described in chapter II. It could

also be used to simulate probabilistic fading sequences from which the Markov parameters

could be extracted to test hysterisis predictions..

.. \
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APPENDIX A

HARDWAREISOFIWARE CONTROL CIRCUITRY OF IF FADE SIMULATOR

The hardware and software associated with an IF fade· imulator. The schematic of the D I
control circuitry from the parallel! port of a PC is shown in figure A.t. The control software
was written in Visual C++ and it's soutce code is listed below.

I I TestDIg.cpp : implementation file
II

#include "stdafx.h"
#include "Test.h"
#include "TestDlg.h"
#includc "afxwin.h"
#include "conio.h"
#include "math.h tl

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILED =_FILE_;
#endif

1111//11111111/1111//111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111I11I
I1I1I
I I CAboutDlg dialog used for App About

class CAboutDlg : public CDialog
{
public:

CAboutDlgO;

I I Dialog Data
I I {{AFX_DATA(CAboutDlg)
enum {IDD =IDD_ABOUTBOX};
II} }AFX_DATA

I I ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
I I {{ABCVIRTUAL(CAboutDlg)
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); I I DDX/DDV support
I/} }AFX_VIRTUAL

I I Implementation
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protected:
/ / {{AF2CMSG(CAboutDlg)
/ /} }ABCMSG
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAPO

};

CAboutDlg::CAboutDlgO : CDialog(CAboutDlg::IDD)
{

/ / {{AF2CDATA_INIT(CAboutDlg)
/ /} }AFX_DATA_INIT

}

void CAboutDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
{

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
/ / {{AFX_DATA_MAP(CAboutDlg)
/ /} }AFX_DATA_MAP

}

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog)
/ / {{AFX_MSG_MAP(CAboutDlg)

/ / No message handlers
/ /} }AFX_MSG_MAP

END_MESSAGE_MAPO

//1//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////1//////
//11/
1/ CTestDlg dialog

CTestDIg::CTestDlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NUll*I)
: CDialog(CTestDlg::IDD, pParent)

{
/ / {{AFX_DATA_INIT(CTestDIg)
m_Option =-1;
m_Edit7 =0.0;
m_Edit8 =0.0;
m_Edit9 =0.0;
m_Edit4 = 0.0;
m_EditS = 0.0;
m_Edit6 = 0.0;
m_Edit1 =0.0;
m_Edit2 =0.0;
m_Edit3 =0.0;
/ I} }AFX_DATA_INIT
/ I Note that LoadIcon does not requite a subsequent DesttoyIcon in Win32
m_hlcon =AfxGetApPO->LoadIcon(IDR_MAINFRAME);

}
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void CTestDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pD
{

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
/ / {{AFX_DATA_MAP(CTestDlg)
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_BUTTON?, m_Da3);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_BUTTON6, m_Upa3);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_BUTTONS, mJ)a2);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_BUTION4, m_Upa2);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_BUTION3, m_Da1);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_BUTION2, m_Upal);
DDX_Radio(pDX, IDC_RADIOl, m_Option)j
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT?, ffi_Edit7);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT8, m_Edit8);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT9, m_Edit9);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT4, m_Edit4);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDITS, m_EditS);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT6, m_Edit6);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT1, m_Editl)j
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT2, m_Edit2);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_EDIT3, m_Edit3)j
/ /} }AFX_DATA_MAP

}

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CTestDlg, CDialog)
/ / {{AFX_MSG_MAP(CTestDlg)
ON_WM_SYSCOMMANDO
ON_WM_PAINTO
ON_WM_QUERYDRAGICONO
ON_BN_CLlCKED(IDC_BUTTON2,OnButton2)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON4, OnButton4)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RADIOl,OnRadiol)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RADI02,OnRadio2)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RADI03,OnRadio3)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON3, OnButton3)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTONS, OnButtonS)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON6, OnButton6)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON?, OnButton7)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUITON1,OnButton1)
/ /} }AFX_MSG_MAP

END_MESSAGE_MAPO

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
II/II
// CTestDlg message handlers

BOOL CTestDlg::OnInitDialogO
{

CDialog::OnlnitDialogO;
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/ / Add "About..." menu item to system menu.

/ / IDM_ABOUTBOX must be in the 5y temcommand rang
ASSERT((IDM_ABOUTBOX & OxFFFO) == IDM_ BOUTBOX),
ASSERT(IDM_ABOUTBOX < OxFOOO);.
CMenu* pSysMenu = GetSystemMenu(FALSE);
CString strAboutMenu;
strAboutMenu.LoadString(IDS_ABOUTBOX);
if Q.strAboutMenu. IsEmptyO)
{

pSysMenu->AppendMenu(MF_SEPARATOR);
pSysMenu->AppendMenu(MF_STRING, IDM_ABOUTBOX,

strAboutMenu);
}

/ / Set the icon for this dialog. The framework does this automatically
/ / when the application's main window is.not a dialog
SetIcon(m_hIcon, TRUE); 1/ Set big icon
SetIcon(m_hIcon, FALSE); / / Set small icon

/ / TODO: Add extra initialization hete
m_Edit4=O.039;
m_Edit5=O.078;
m_Edit6=O.078;
m_Edit7= sqrt((rn_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (rn_Edit5*m_EditS»;
rn_Edit8= (m_Edit6/ m_Edit7);
m_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4) ;
rn_Upal.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Da1.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Upa2.EnableWindow(FALSE);
rn_Da2.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Upa3.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Da3.EnableWindow(FALSE);
UpdateData(FALSE);
return TRUE; / / return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control

}

void CTestDlg::OnSysCommand(UINT nlD, LPARAM lParam)
{

if ((nID & OxFFFO) == IDM_ABOUTBOX)
{

CAboutDlg dlgAbout;
dlgAbout.DoModaIO;

}
else
{

CDialog::OnSysCommand(nID, IParam);
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}
}

/ / If you add a minimize button to your dialog, you will need the code below
/ / to draw the icon. For MFC applications using the document/view modeL
/ / this is automatically done for you by the framework.

void CTestDlg::OnPaintO
{

if (IslconicO)
{

, ,

CPaintDC de(this); / / device context for painting

SendMessage(WM_ICONERASEBKGND, (WPARAM) dc.GetSafeHdeO,
0);

/ / Center icon in client rectangle
int cxleon = GetSystemMetries(SM_CXICON);
int cylcon = GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYICON);
CRect rect;
GetClientRect(&reet);
int x =(rect.WidthO - exIcon + 1) / 2;
int y =(rect.HeightO - cyIeon + 1) / 2;

}

}
else
{

}

/ / Draw the icon
dc.Drawlcon(x, y, ffi_hIcon);

CDialog::OnPaintO;

return (HCURSOR) m_hIcon;

/ / The system calls this to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags
/ / the minimized window.
HCURSOR CTestDlg::OnQueryDraglconO
{

}

void CTestDlg::OnButton20
{
double temp2,temp21, root1;
int i;
double send[3];
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double dl,d2,d3,adl,ad2,ad3;
temp2 = m_Edit7;
temp2l = m_Edit4;

if( m_Option == 0)
{

m_Edit4 = m_Edit4 + 0.039;
m_EditS= (m_Edit4 * tan(m_Edit9»;
m_Edit7= sqrt«m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (m_EditS*m_EditS»;
m_Edit6= (rn_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(temp2)~

m_Edit8=(m_Edit6/m_Edit7);
rn_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4);

}
if (m_Option == 2)
{

m_Edit4 = m_Edit4 + 0.039;
rootl = (temp2l *temp21)+(m_EditS*m_EditS)-(m_Edit4*m_Edit4);
m_EditS = sqrt(rootl);
m_Edit7= sqrt«m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (rn_EditS*m_EditS»;
rn_Edit6= (rn_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(temp2);
m_Edit8= (m_Edit6/ m_Edit7);
m_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4);

}

if (m_Edit4 > 9.96 II m_EditS <=0 II m_Edit5 > 9.96 II m_Edit6 <=0 II m_Edit6
>9.96 II rootl <0)
UpdateData (TRUE);
else
{

dt = (m_Edit4*256)/lO;
d2 = (m_Edit5*256)/lO;
d3 = (m_Edit6*256)/10;

adl = (floor(d1) + ceil(dl»/2 - d1;

if (adl > 0)
{send[O] = floor(d1);}
else
{send[O] = ceil(dl);}

ad2 =(floor(d2) + ceil(d2»/2 - d2;
if (ad2 > 0)
{send[1] = floor(d2);}
else
{send[1] = ceil(d2);}
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ad3 = (floor(d3) + ceil(d3»/2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{send[2] = floor(d3);}
else
{send[2] = ceil(d3);}

m_Edit1 = send[O];
m_Edit2 = send[1];
m_Edit3 = send[2];

for (i=0;i<3;i++)
{

_outp(888,send[i]);
Sleep(10);
_outp(890,i);
Sleep(1 0);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);

}
}

void CTestDlg::OnButton40
{
int i;
double send[3];
double dl,d2,d3,adl,ad2,ad3;
double temp4.temp41,root;
temp4 = m_Edit7;
temp41 =m_EditS;
if( m_Option = = 0 )

{
ID_EditS = m_Edit5 + 0.039;

m_Edit4= (m_EditS I tan(rn_Edit9»;
ffi_Edit7= sqrt«m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (rn_EditS*m_EditS»;
ID_Edit6= (m_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(temp4);
rn_Edit8= (rn_Edit6/ m_Edit7);
m_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4) ;

}
if (m_Option == 2)
{

m_EditS= m_EditS + 0.039;
root = (ternp41 *temp41)+(m_Edit4*m_Edit4)-(m_EditS*m_EditS);
m_Edit4 = sqrt(root);
m_Edit7= sqrt«m_Edit4-r m_Edit4) + (m_EditS*m_EditS»;
m_Edit6= (m_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(temp4);
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m_Edit8= (m_Edit6/m_Edit7);
m_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,rn_Edit4);

}

if (rn_EditS > 9.6 II m_Edit4 <=0 II m_Edit4> 9.6 II m_Edit6 <=0 II m_Edit6 >9.96
II root <0)
UpdateData (TRUE);
else
{

dl = (m_Edit4*256)/10;
d2 = (m_Edit5*256)/10;
d3 = (m_Edit6*2S6)/10;

adl = (floor(d1) + ceil(dl»/2 - dl;

if (ad1 > 0)
{seod[O] = floor(dl);}
else
{send[O] = ceil(dl);}

ad2 = (floor(d2) + ceil(d2»/2 - d2;
if (ad2 > 0)
{seod[1] = floor(d2);}
else
{seod[l] = ceil(d2);}
ad3 = (floor(d3) + ceil(d3»/2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{seod[2] = floor(d3);}
else
{seod[2] = ceil(d3);}

m_Editl = send[O];
m_Edit2 = send[l];
ffi_Edit3 = send[2];

for (i=0;i<3;i++)
{

_outp(888,send[i]);
Sleep(1 0);
_outp(890~);

Sleep(1 0);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);
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}

}

void CTestDIg::OnRadio10
{

m_Upa1.EnableWindow(IRUE);
m_Da1.EnableWindow(IRUE);
m_Upa2.EnableWindow(fRUE);
m_Da2.EnableWindow(fRUE);
m_Upa3.EnableWindow(FALSE);
mJ)a3.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Option = 0;

}

void CTestDIg::OnRadio20
{

m_Upa1.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m~Da1.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Upa2.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Da2.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Upa3.EnablcWindow(fRUE);
m_Da3.EnableWindow(fRUE);
m_Option = 1;

}

void CTestDlg::OnRadio30
{

m_Upa1.EnableWindow(IRUE);
m_Da1.EnableWindow(fRUE);
m_Upa2.EnableWindow(fRUE);
m_Da2.EnableWindow(fRUE);
m_Upa3.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Da3.EnableWindow(FALSE);
m_Option =2;

}

void CTestDIg::OnButton30
{

int i;
double send[3];
double d1,d2,d3,ad1 ,ad2,ad3;
double temp3;
double temp31;
temp3 =m_Edit7;
temp31 =m_Edit4;
if( m_Option == 0 )
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{
m_Edit4 = m_Edit4 - 0.039;

m_Edit5= (m_Edit4 * tan(m_Edit9»;
m_Edit7= sqrt((m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (m_Edit5*m_EditS»;
m_Edit6= (m_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(temp3);
ttl_Edit8= (ttl_Edit6/ ttl_Edit7);
m_Edit9= atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4);

}
if (m_Option == 2)
{

m_Edit4 = m_Edit4 - 0.039;
m_Edit5 = sqrt((temp31 *temp31)+(m_EditS*m_EditS)-(m_Edit4*m_Edit4»;
m_Edit7= sqrt((m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (m_EditS*m_EditS»;
m_Edit6= (m_Edit7 * ttl_Edit6)/(temp3);
m_Edit8= (ttl_Edit6/m_Edit7);
ttl_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4);

}

if (m_Edit4 <= 0 II m_EditS <=0 II m_Edit5> 9.6 II m_Edit6 <=0 II m_Edit6 >9.96)
UpdateData (TRUE);
else
{

dl = (m_Edit4*256)/10;
d2 = (m_Edit5*256)/10;
d3 = (m_Edit6*256)/10;

adl = (floor(dl) + ceil(dl»/2 - dl;

if (adl > 0)
{send[O] = floor(dl);}
else
{send[O] = ceil(dl);}

ad2 = (floor(d2) + ceil(d2»/2 - d2;
if (ad2 > 0)
{send[1] = floor(d2);}
else
{send[l] = ceil(d2);}
ad3 = (floor(d3) + ceil(d3»/2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{send(2) = £loor(d3);}
else
{send[2) = ceil(d3);}

m,-Editl = send[O);
m_Edit2 = send [1 ];
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m_Edit3 = send[2];

for (i=O;i<3;i++)
{

_outp(888,send[ij);
Sleep(10);
_outp(890,i);
Sleep(10);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);

}

}

void CTestDlg::OnButtonSO
{
int i;
double send[3];
double dl,d2,d3,adl,ad2,ad3;
double tempS,tempS1;
temp5 = rn_Edit7;
ternp51= m_Edit5;
if( m_Option = = 0 )

{
m_EditS = m_Edit5 - 0.039;

m_Edit4= (m_EditS/ tan(ffi_Edit9»;
rn_Edit7= sqrt«m_Edit4*rn_Edit4) + (rn_EditS*m_EditS»;
m_Edit6= (m_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(temp5);
m_Edit8=(rn_Edit6/m_Edit7);
m_Edit9=atan2(rn_EditS,rn_Edit4);

}
if (m_Option == 2)
{

m_Edit5= rn_EditS - 0.039;
m_Edit4 = sqrt«temp51*temp51)+ (m_Edit4*m_Edit4)-(m_Edit5*m_EditS»;
rn_Edit7= sqrt«m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (rn_Edit5*rn_EditS»;
m_Edit6= (m_Edit7 * m_Edit6)/(tempS);
rn_Edit8= (m_Edit6/m_Edit7);
rn_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,rn_Edit4);

}
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UpdateData (TRUE);
else
{

d1 = (m_Edit4*256)/10;
d2 = (m_Edit5*256)j10;
d3 = (m_Edit6*256)j10;

ad! = (floor(dl) + ceil(dl»/2 - dl;

if (adl > 0)
{send[O] = floor(d1);}
else
{send[O] =ceil(dl);}

ad2 = (floor(d2) + cei1(d2»/2 - d2~

if (adZ> 0)
{send[1] = floor(dZ);}
else
{send[1] = ceil(d2);}
ad3 = (floor(d3) + ceil(d3»j2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{send[2] = floor(d3);}
else
{send[2] = cei1(d3);}

m_Editl = send[O];
m_Edit2 = send[l];
m_Edit3 = send[2] ;

for (i=0;i<3;i++)
{

_outp(888,send[i]);
Sleep(10);
_outp(890,i);
Sleep(10);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);

}

}

void CTestDlg::OnButton60
{
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mtl;

double send[3J;
double dl,d2,d3,adl,ad2,ad3;
double temp6;
ternp6= m_Edit6;

if( rn_Option == l)
{

m_Edit6 = m_Edit6 + 0.039;
rn_Edit4= (m_EditS/ tan(rn_Edit9»;

rn_Edit7= sqrt«m,-Edit4*m_Edit4) + (m_EditS*m_EditS»;
rn_Edit8= (m_Edit6*m_Edit8)/ temp6);
m_Edit9=atan2(m_Edit5,rn_Edit4);

}
if (rn_Edit6 >9.96)
UpdateData (TRUE);
else
{

dl = (m_Edit4*256)/10;
d2 = (rn_Edit5*256)/10;
d3 = (m_Edit6*256)/10;

ad1 = (floor(dl) + ceil(d1»/2 - d1;

if (adl > 0)
{send[O]' = floor(d1);}
else
{send[O] = ceil(d1);}

ad2 = (floor(d2) + ceil(d2»/2 - d2;
if (ad2 > 0)
{send[1] =floor(d2);}
else
{send[l] = ceil(d2);}
ad3 = (floor(d3) + ceil(d3»/2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{send[2] = floor(d3);}
else
{send[2] = ceil(d3);}

m_Editl = send[O];
m_Edit2 = send[1];
m_Edit3 = send[2];

for (i=O;.i<3;i++)
{
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_outp(888,send[i);
Sleep(IO);
_outp(890,l);
Sleep(IO);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);

}

}

void CTestDlg::OnButton70
{
int i;
double send[3];
double dl ,d2,d3,adl ,ad2,ad3;
double temp6;
temp6= m_Edit6;

if( m_Option == 1 )
{

m_Edit6 = m_Edit6 - 0.039;
m_Edit4= (m_EditS / tan(m_Edit9»;

m_Edit7= sqrt((m_Edit4*m_Edit4) + (m_EditS*m_EditS»;
m_Edit8= ((m_Edit6*m_Edit8)/temp6);
m_Edit9=atan2(m_EditS,m_Edit4);

}
if (rn_Edit6 <= 0 )
UpdateData (TRUE);

else
{

dl = (m_Edit4*256)/10;
d2 =(m_EditS*256)/10;
d3 =(m_Edit6*256)/10;

adl =(floor(d1) + ceil(d1»/2 - d1;

if (adl > 0)
{send[O] =£loor(d1);}
else
{send[O] =ceil(dt);}

ad2 =(floor(d2) + ceil(d2»/2 - d2;
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if (ad2 > 0)
{send[1] = floor(d2);}
else
{send[1] = ceil(d2);}
ad3 = (floor(d3) + ceil(d3»/2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{send[2] = floor(d3);}
else
{send[2] =ceil(d3);}

m_Edit1 =send[O];
m_Edit2 =send[1];
m_Edit3 =send[2];

for (i=0~<3;i++)

{
_outp(888,send[i));
Sleep(10);
_outp(89O,i);
Sleep(1 0);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);

}

}

void CTestDlg::OnButton10
{

int i;
double send[3];
double d1,d2,d3,ad1,ad2,ad3;
d1 = (m_Edit4*256)/10;
d2 =(m_Edit5*256)/10;
d3 =(m_Edit6*256)/10;

ad1 =(floor(d1) + ceil(d1»/2 - d1;

if (adl > 0)
{send[O] = floor(dl);}
else
{send[O] =ceil.(dl);}

ad2 =(floor(d2) + ceil(d2»/2 - d2;
if (ad2 > 0)
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{send[1] = floor(d2);}
else
{send[1] =ceil(d2);}
ad3 =(floor(d3) + ceil(d3))/2 - d3;
if (ad3 > 0)
{send[2] = floor(d3);}
else
{send[2] =ceil(d3);}

ID_Edit1 =send[O];
ID_Edit2 = send[1];
ID_Edit3 = send[2];

for (i=O;i<3;i++)
{

_outp(888,send[i]);
Sleep(11?5);
_outp(890,i);
Sleep(11?5);
_outp(890,3);

}
UpdateData(FALSE);
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